In July of this year, the BC government expedited the passing of Bill 19 without public debate or input. Described by constitutional lawyers as the most "draconian legislation," it violates nearly all sections of the Charter of Rights. The Bill gives the Lieutenant Governor, a federally appointed individual, almost unlimited power. Debate in the legislature is being sidestepped, severely impacting the ability of MLAs to act on behalf of their constituents. This is in direct violation of Sections 91 and 92 of the Constitution Act, 1897.

Bill 19 gives the BC government the ability to covertly and secretly introduce and make changes to regulations and laws through the Lieutenant Governor in Council, without notice, public input, discussion, debate, or questions from democratically elected MLA's, who represent the people, and public interests of the citizens of B.C.

COVID-19 Measures:
Is government overstep out of proportion to the actual risk and contrary to medical and scientific evidence?

Over the last six months, Canadians have experienced the following grievous violations of our charter rights and freedoms with no projected end in sight:

- severe curtailment of civil liberties with the mass and indiscriminate containment of citizens
- the imposition of non-medical masks, physical distancing, contact tracing, and limits on socialization
- the shutdown of economic activity with widespread permanent business closures and job losses
- the effective closure of our parliaments and courts of justice denying citizens a ready recourse

The impact of these measures on our physical, emotional, psychological, social, and economic well-being is profoundly destructive and clearly not sustainable.

Demand the BC Government be accountable, transparent, and responsible to the public interest.

What You Can Do:
Please Support the BC legal challenge
Donate to Action4Canada, the Constitutional Rights Centre, and Vaccine Choice Canada.

Join Us!  Meet with your MLA and demand that your rights and freedoms be protected. Join Vaccine Choice Canada.